Abstract: We investigate the shear response of possible slip systems activated in pure and Fe-bearing MgSiO 3 post-perovskite (PPv) through ab initio generalized stacking fault (GSF) energy calculations. Here we show that the [100](001) slip system has the easiest response to plastic shear among ten possible slip systems investigated. Incorporation of Fe 2D decreases the strength of all slip systems but does not change the plastic anisotropy style. Therefore, pure and Fe-bearing MgSiO 3 PPv should demonstrate similar LPO patterns with a strong signature of the [100](001) slip system. An aggregate with this deformation texture is expected to produce a V SH > V SV type polarization anisotropy, being consistent with seismological observations.
Introduction
Over the last thirty years, the lowermost part of the Earth's mantle, the D'' layer, has been recognized as being a seismological anisotropic structure, whereas the rest of the lower mantle is nearly isotropic.
1)-5)
Several observations suggest that the horizontally polarized shear wave (V SH ) is faster than the vertically polarized shear wave (V SV ) in most areas of the D'' layer, 3) ,4) except beneath the Africa and Pacific low-velocity provinces.
2),5) Several scenarios have been proposed for the splitting mechanism of the polarized shear waves in the D'' layer. One is the formation of shape-preferred orientations due to the alignment of fluid-inclusion 6) or anisotropic atomic diffusion. 7) Another more efficient origin can be found in the development of the lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) of (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 post-perovskite (hereafter PPv), which is thought to be the most abundant mineral in the D'' layer 8),9) with a strong elastic anisotropy, 10) during plastic deformation with anisotropic shear response of the slip systems, such as dislocation creep or mechanical twinning. 6) Although several high-pressure experiments have therefore been performed to understand the plastic deformation mechanism of PPv, 11)- 15) results are still largely controversial primarily due to experimental technical difficulty as the (010) plane 11) and the (001) plane 12) for the stable slip plane. Most of these deformation experiments were conducted at room temperature, which is far low from the geophysically relevant temperature of the D'' region of 92500 K. 16 ), 17) However, a high-temperature deformation experiment 15) also shows the (001) plane as the stable slip plane of PPv. This slip mechanism can explain the observed polarization anisotropy in the D'' layer. 10) Understanding and modelling the plastic deformation mechanisms require the knowledge of the resistance of all individual slip systems of PPv involved in the deformation mechanisms. For these purpose, theoretical and computation approaches are also of substantial importance. However, some theoretical studies have also suggested contradictive results as the (100) or (110) slip planes 18) and (010) 19) for PPv, primarily because these examined only particular structure modifications or calculated the generalized stacking fault (GSF) energies of limited slip planes. Also the calculations were conducted only for pure MgSiO 3 and the effect of Fe is still largely unclear. Another work of MgGeO 3 PPv, on the other hand, calculated the GSF of several slip systems 20) and found that differences in ideal shear stress 21) provide information on the ability of a crystal to be sheared homogeneously in a huvwi{hkl} slip system. This technique was applied to pure MgSiO 3 perovskite (Pv) and PPv 19) but have not been extended to more realistic mantle compositions, including Fe, so far. We considered ten possible slip systems for PPv, since the stable slip systems are not well constrained for this phase. These likely slip systems were modelled based on the following general criteria. The shear vectors, or Burgers vectors, were chosen from the shortest lattice vectors in order to minimize the elastic energy of the dislocation associated with the slip system, which is proportional to the square of the Burgers vector, the so-called Frank criteria. 22) For a given Burgers vector, the glide planes correspond to the largest d hkl distance, i.e., to the lower Miller index of the {hkl} plane. 23) According to these criteria, ten possible slip systems emerged for the PPv phase: [ 24) was calculated within the internally consistent LDADU formalism. 25) To examine the influence of the spin state on the shear response, Fe was treated both in the high spin (HS) and low spin (LS) states, even though several studies have suggested that Fe 2D remains in the HS state in the whole pressure range of the D'' layer.
25),26)

Calculation conditions
The value of the GSF energy was obtained by shearing half of a perfect crystal over the other half along the Burgers vector in a slip plane. A supercell was built by repeating the conventional orthorhombic structure of PPv (space group Cmcm, Z F 4) 8) three times perpendicularly to the slip plane. We checked that this supercell size assures the convergence of the calculations. A vacuum buffer of 4 Å was added at the top of the supercell to isolate the created defect. We found that this size of vacuum is sufficient to remove significant inter-layer interaction. The GSF energy was calculated at every 5% of shear along the Burgers vector and the results were fitted with a Fourier series, similarly to the previous studies. 19 ), 20) These calculations were performed within the density functional theory 27) implemented in Quantum Espresso. 28) For the calculation of the Fe-bearing system, we adopted the internally consistent LSDADU formalism, 29) , 30) where the on-site Coulomb interaction between the d-states of Fe was determined at 120 GPa in our previous study, 25) equal to 3.639 eV and to 5.408 eV for HS and LS, respectively. We applied the planewave method combined with ab initio psuedopotentials which are the same as those used in our previous studies. The planewave cut-off energy was set to 70 Ry and the Brillouin zone was sampled on a grid built for each supercell geometry.
Generalized stacking fault energy
The GSF energies calculated for the The dissociation of these dislocations into two partial dislocations in the PPv phase was previously reported from a Peierls-Nabarro modelling of dislocation cores. 19 ),20) Finally, the [010](100) slip system displayed unstable stacking faults at 25% and 75% of shear. The value of the maximum GSF energies and, if it exists, the stable stacking fault energy for all the slip systems are given in Table 1 . The present results for pure PPv are in reasonable agreement with the values obtained within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). 31) Small differences are however seen in some cases, since the previous calculations were conducted using supercells smaller than in the present study in most cases and also with applying the GGA, which is widely known to underestimate elasticity of silicates.
The presence and the width of stable stacking faults in the structure offer an atomistic view of the deformation mechanisms. In particular, the extension of the dissociated dislocation structure affects the mobility of the defect. 23) We test the ability of the stacking fault to adsorb Fe by calculating the stable stacking fault energy variations by changing the distance between the single-point defect and the glide plane. Those from the glide planes for the [001]{hk0} and [010](001) slip systems are displayed in Fig. 2 , indicating that Fe decreases the energy of the stable stacking fault when it is close to the glide plane, irrespective of the spin state. This demonstrates that Fe could be adsorbed in the slip plane, leading to a Cottrell atmosphere of Fe as reported in olivine, 32) which induces a longer faulted ribbon width proportional to the shear modulus and inversely proportional to the stacking fault energy, 23) for pure and Febearing phases. In Fig. 2 , larger reductions of the stacking fault energy are sometimes seen in the LS case than in the HS case, which implies that the deformation of PPv becomes relatively easier when iron is in the LS state. However, stability of iron spin state during gliding should be evaluated properly as shown in the following section.
To determine the width of the stacking fault, we apply the elastic theory of dislocations. A stacking fault is bounded by two partial dislocations with Burgers vectors of the partials b p that are half of the total Burgers vector. The faulted ribbon width d is given by Ref. 23)
where ½uvwfhklg is the orientation-dependent shear modulus of the slip system where the dislocations are dissociated. These shear moduli for pure and HS/LS Fe-bearing MgSiO 3 PPv given in Table 2 were calculated from the elastic constants calculated from a previous study for the MgSiO 3 end-member phase 10) and for an (Mg 0.917 Fe 0.083 )SiO 3 composition. 26) Table 1 clearly demonstrates the development of the Cottrell atmosphere with the adsorption of Fe. This tends to stabilize the extended dislocation configuration. Dislocation processes other than the glide for dissociated dislocations, for example crossslip, might therefore be unfavourable.
Possible shear-induced spin transition in Fe-bearing MgSiO 3 PPv?
It is obvious from Fig. 1 that the incorporation of Fe in the PPv phase decreases the GSF energies of all slip systems. This means that Fe-bearing MgSiO 3 is sheared more easily than the pure phase. In addition, it seems that LS Fe decreases the GSF energies more compared to HS Fe, in particular for The spin state of Fe is sensitive to the crystal field, which depends not only on the size of the site but also on the shape of the site. 34) They can be affected by shear deformation. Therefore, we investigated a possible spin crossover induced by a shearing mechanism. We calculate the enthalpy of the HS and LS Fe-bearing MgSiO 3 As shown in Fig. 3 , the enthalpy difference between HS and LS decreases with increasing the value of the shear but the enthalpy of the HS Fe-bearing phase remains lower than the enthalpy of the LS Fe-bearing phase. Therefore, the shear mechanism is unlikely to induce a spin transition in (Mg 0.917 Fe 0.083 )SiO 3 PPv in the D'' layer pressure range. Values are calculated at 120 GPa from the elastic constants 10), 26) for the ten investigated slip system. The unit is GPa. 
Ideal shear stress
To quantify the effects of Fe on the ease of shearing compared to the pure phase, we evaluate the ideal shear stress (ISS), the upper stress limit that a perfect crystal can suffer from plastic shear, 35) for pure and HS Fe-bearing phases. The ISS is the absolute maximum of the derivative of the GSF energy relative to the shear and the values for all investigated slip systems are given in Table 1 . The values for pure MgSiO 3 PPv are consistent with the previous study.
19 ) The ISS decreases with the incorporation of Fe for all the slip systems, implying an intrinsic weakening of Fe-bearing PPv compared to the pure phase. This behaviour is similar to that observed in (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 Pv, where the incorporated Fe decreases the mechanical strength of the phase.
36)
The Fe-induced weakening of the PPv phase might decrease the viscosity in the D'' layer and thus enhance the heat transport and mantle mixing. 37) Plastic anisotropy which results in the development of LPO can be analysed from the ISS.
23) The calculations of the ISS indicate that the [100](001) slip system has the lowest value both in the pure and Fe-bearing phases and might therefore be the dominant contribution to the development of the deformation textures of the PPv phase. This is consistent with previous experimental results by Refs. 12) and 13) but different from those reported by Ref. 11) where the (100) and {110} slip planes were suggested to participate mainly to the deformation textures. However, the LPO texture dominated by the (100) plane reported could have been produced by the phase transformation process to PPv from (Mg 0.9 Fe 0.1 )SiO 3 enstatite. 13 ), 14) The previous theoretical studies 19),20) based on one-dimensional Peierls-Nabarro modelling suggest that the textures are dominated by the [001](010) slip system. However, the formulation of the Peierls-Nabarro model used in these studies cannot take into account possible three-dimensional spreading of the [001] dislocation which hardens the slip system.
Plastic anisotropy
Next, the degree of plastic anisotropy of the single crystal is addressed based on the Schmid law, 38) which links the critical resolved shear stress to the orientation and the value of an applied stress for every slip system. For a given orientation of the applied stress, we calculated the product of the ISS, assimilating to the critical resolved shear stress, with the inverse of the Schmid factor for the ten investigated slip systems. The critical applied stress to activate every slip system for all the orientation of the applied stress was then obtained. Figure 4 demonstrates the slip system associated with the lowest critical applied stress depending on the orientation of the applied stress for pure and HS Fe-bearing MgSiO 3 PPv. The same five slip systems exhibit low applied critical stress in the pure and Febearing phases depending on the orientation of the applied stress, except a small difference between the domains of activation of the 1/2h110i{110} and [100](010) slip systems. The similar patterns indicate that the pure and Fe-bearing phases have the same plastic anisotropy style. Therefore, the pure and Febearing phases should have similar polycrystalline deformation textures with a strong signature of the [100](001) slip system.
Discussion and conclusions
Other high-temperature deformation processes, for example dislocation climb or Coble creep, can be affected by the incorporation of Fe. Investigations on these thermally activated mechanisms at the D'' temperatures of 92500 K 16),17) should also be important. They however either strengthen or weaken the deformation texture but have no direct contribution to the preferred orientation style. Also, in terms of the homologous temperature, it is so far unclear that such temperatures are really high for the deformation of PPv at pressures over 120 GPa. In this condition, even the fundamental mechanical properties of ironbearing PPv, including the ideal shear response, are still largely unclear, and thus they should have large implications. The present results predicting the [100](001) slip system for iron-bearing PPv agree well with the latest high-pressure deformation experiments suggesting the (001) slip plane both at room temperature 12) and at high mantle temperature. 15) In addition, LPO dominated by the (001) slip plane leads to producing a V SH > V SV type seismic shear wave splitting by several %, 10) being consistent with seismological observations.
3),39) It is therefore strongly suggested that the texture developed in PPv by plastic shear deformation can be responsible for the seismic anisotropy observed in the D'' layer. 
